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Although Black Metal is a genre with Eurocentric origins, it has expanded itself during the past three 

decades, giving birth to different underground scenes around the world. Almost every country has some 

sort of underground Black Metal scene and leading bands. Just think about for example Kyrgyzstan’s 

Darkestrah, Impiety from Singapore, India’s Tetragrammacide or Wildernessking from South Africa, all 

acts hailing from exotic countries one would least expect a Black Metal band to originate from. 

However, while most of the genre’s fans think about the cold, distant setting of Scandinavia or Northern 

Europe, places like Brazil or Greece also played a crucial role in the development of Black Metal at the 

end of the eighties and beginning of the nineties. When we focus on America, we have witnessed the 

take-off of what is referred to as Indigenous or native American Black Metal in recent years. No satanic 

imagery or medieval times worship here, but bands singing about their own heritage and belief systems 

from an indigenous perspective. One of them is BlackBraid and we sent some questions to chief 

Sgah'gahsowáh. (JOKKE)  (All photography by Wolf Mountain Productions) 

 

What spark initiated BlackBraid and why did you choose Black Metal as the genre to express yourself 

with?  

BlackBraid was pretty organic: “Barefoot Ghost Dance on Bloodsoaked Soil” was the first song I wrote for 

BlackBraid, followed shortly by “The River of Time Flows through Me”. Before I wrote those songs, it was 

really just a hobby for me. I was pretty proud of those two, and after deciding to record them I figured I 

should keep writing, and thus BlackBraid was formed. Black Metal was the obvious choice for me, because 

I love the music and it fits so perfectly with the native American lifestyle and struggle. 

Did discovering Black Metal make you reconnect with your ancestry?  

I wouldn’t say so, maybe the opposite actually. I have always loved Black Metal, but it is a hard thing to 

write. Yet, the more I discover about nature and my heritage, the more inspiration I have for Black Metal. 
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Have you been playing in other bands prior to BlackBraid? 

I played in some Metal bands when I was younger as a guitarist, but nothing too serious. BlackBraid is the 

first time I am writing the music myself. 

Why did you opt for the name BlackBraid? Do you often wear your hair in a braid, and does it have a 

special or deeper meaning for you or the native Americans, wearing your hair like that? 

I love to wear my hair in a braid and of course it is a deeply personal thing for me, as we have a very strong 

relationship with our hair. So BlackBraid seemed like a natural fit. It has a definitively Black Metal feel to 

it, while still honoring my braid and my culture. 

What’s your alias Sgah'gahsowáh referring to? 

It is Mohawk and means “the witch hawk”. 

You’re based in or near the Adirondack mountains. Can you describe the wilderness you’re living in and 

in which way your surroundings influence your music? 

Yes, my music is heavily based in the mountains where I reside, I would even go as far as to say it is the 

essence of BlackBraid. The Adirondacks could be classified as taiga or boreal forests, so very rocky soil 

with harsh winters and brief, beautiful summers. Lakes and rivers are everywhere, usually covered in thick 

pine forest and massive granite boulders. We are a protected region and have pretty vast expanses of 

wilderness here, deer, bear, bobcat, moose, eagles and many other beautiful beasts that make their home 

here. I believe in total the Adirondack Park is about ten thousand square miles or so too, so a lot of room 

to breathe. 
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I read that some of your hobbies 

are tanning hides/pelts and 

doing traditional dry taxidermy, 

which has become somewhat of 

a lost art these days. What drew 

you into this? 

Yes, I have been doing this stuff 

for years now and it’s a big 

passion of mine, moreso the 

traditional cornmeal taxidermy 

as of late. I can’t remember what 

initially drew me into this, but it 

is quite an honor to work with 

the dead. It is a sacred 

relationship to preserve 

something’s beauty in death 

once their soul has begun to 

depart the remains. So, its a very 

special experience/hobby for 

me. 

Also hunting seems to be a big 

part of your life. What attracts 

you to the hunt, and would you 

be able to survive in the woods 

for, let’s say, 1 month? 

I do like hunting; I mostly go for 

duck these days. It has always 

been attracted me because it is a 

sacred relationship with nature. 

The hunter really must learn not 

only his own surroundings, but 

the surroundings and perceptions of his opponent as well. It is an ancient conflict that we have been 

engaged in from the dawn. To take a life is probably the most difficult thing you will ever do in life. I think 

if we are going to be meat eaters, we really need to experience that relationship to know the gravity of 

the sacrifice these animals make so we can eat everyday with our families. On top of that, hunting is the 

most ecofriendly and sustainable form of food, far more efficient than farming even, and if more people 

hunted or fished instead of going to the grocery store, the environment would benefit as well. So, it is a 

good way to connect with my ancestors while doing my best to live in an honorable way and help the 

environment a bit too. 
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Why do you think there is such a close relation 

between Black Metal and nature or harsh 

climates? 

Black metal has always been about suffering, 

depression. Wilderness and bleakness. The list 

goes on, they really just seem like a perfect 

match. 

Can you elaborate a little bit on your heritage, 

some important historical events and the 

American Indian tribal groups living in this 

Adirondack area? 

There is so much I wouldn’t really know where to 

begin. I am not tribally enrolled (was adopted at 

birth) so I kind of hope to give a voice to the 

many native Americans in our world that still go 

unrecognized because of things like 

displacement, blood quantum, etc. As far as 

here, the Adirondacks is traditionally a mix of 

Mohawk and Algonquin territory and was mostly 

used as a hunting ground due to the vast amount 

of wilderness and wildlife. The word Adirondack 

is Mohawk for “the bark eaters”. 

Adrian Baxter’s artwork for “Blackbraid I” 

seems to contain a lot of traditional symbolism. 

Can you shed some light on the meaning of the 

cover artwork? 

I really just wanted the artwork to be a perfect 

representation of the album itself and I knew he 

would do a great job with it, which he did. I don’t 

want to get too specific with the details because 

I’d like to leave some up for interpretation to the 

listener as well, but I see the cover art as a 

perfect representation of the album itself. 

On the cover of the digital released single “Barefoot Ghost Dance on Bloodsoaked Soil”, we see two 

native Americans covered in blood. Is this an old/original picture and what does it depict? 

This is a photo taken of two northern Cheyenne men getting ready to sun dance, it is quite old. It was 

taken by Edward Curtis in 1908, I believe. 
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The song deals with the suffering and genocide suffered by indigenous people in America. Are you 

referring to past atrocities, or are these things still happening today as we speak? Have you been 

yourself victim of racism and did this have any influence on you growing up and eventually deciding to 

become a musician?  

I’d say maybe it’s a mix of both, the atrocities of the past have paved the way for the struggles of the 

present, and they are all intertwined. I have definitely had to deal with some racism in my life, but I think 

almost all natives have had to in some way, I don’t let it get to me. In the end, racists are always the 

biggest cowards. 

 

Are there other native American Black Metal bands that initiated a spark in you to also start writing 

about your own heritage and belief system? How would you describe your belief system or world view? 

There is a lot. Ifernach, Pan Amerikan Native Front, Nechochwen, Ixachtilan, etc. There’s a lot of other 

amazing native Black Metal out there that have been around much longer than me. As far as my own 

belief system, I worship nature and our sacred bond with mother earth. I don’t claim to embody any sort 

of religion or spiritual system of any given tribe or people. My beliefs are complex, and they are my own. 
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Do you agree with Ifernach’s Finian’s statement that North American Black Metal bands should use 

thematic concepts built on their native gods, rather than pre-Christian European mythology? 

I had never heard that quote, but I agree with it completely. BlackBraid would never write about European 

themes. Nothing against them, I love European Black Metal. But I want to write Black Metal that is 

genuine, and I’m not European. So, you will never see any of that in BlackBraid. 

For many traditionalists within the Black Metal genre, Black Metal 

music must be satanic. What’s your view on this and how would 

you define Black Metal? What elements need to be present to 

speak of Black Metal? 

I don’t think you can really put a label on Black Metal. I think we 

should obviously have some basics like guitar and drums, but beyond 

that, I think it is mostly based in emotion. I also don’t think Black 

Metal needs to be satanic at all. It’s cool in my book, but again, I am 

not a Satanist and I want to write genuine Black Metal, so it’s not 

something you'll hear from BlackBraid. Satanic Black Metal may have 

played a huge role in the formation of the genre, but it’s easy to 

forget there have been many big pagan bands that came out of that 

time period as well. Bands like Enslaved, Ulver etc. who never 

touched on satanism and are still kicking it today. And in the end, we 

are the same, as native Americans are pagans as well, just a different 

flavor I’d say. 

For some idiots out there, singing about your own heritage is sometimes enough to label an artist or 

band as national socialists or extreme far-right. Did you already have to deal with such accusations and 

what’s your view on some bands using their heritage to claim that they’re superior to other 

nationalities? 

I’ve never had to deal with that, but I do definitely think that anyone claiming to be superior to anyone 

deserves to be canceled. We are all humans; it takes a certain type of person to convince themselves 

otherwise and I have no interest in bringing any sort of politics into Metal.  

What’s your view on re-enactment, an educational or entertainment activity in which mainly amateur 

hobbyists and history enthusiasts put on uniforms and follow a plan to recreate aspects of a historical 

event or period? 

It seems pretty cool to me. As long as it is being done respectfully and accurately, it is a good way to 

preserve history, I think. 

Some bands sharing Native American/Indigenous origins prefer using their own native languages in 

their music, while BlackBraid mainly uses English. Why is that the case? And do you have any plans 

increasing the usage of your own native tongues on future releases? 

I am not fluent in any native languages. 
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You’re operating all by 

yourself, besides some 

help from a drummer in 

the studio. Nevertheless, 

you announced some 

future gigs such as one at 

Saint Vitus in Brooklyn, 

October 7th, with Pan 

Amerikan Native Front, 

Vilkacis, and Ixachitlan. 

On September 10th, Night 

of the Pale Moon will host 

an event with BlackBraid, 

Metzli and Crematory 

Stench. How many 

members will the live line-

up contain and what can 

we expect in terms of 

stage outfit and props? 

We will play as a full band 

for the live events, myself 

with four other guys. They 

are really great friends of 

mine who are no strangers to Black Metal themselves. I don’t want to elaborate too much on it any further 

before we actually play, but BlackBraid will definitely be a very memorable live ritual. 

If we have to dissect BlackBraid’s music, I’d say that it leans the most towards Swedish Black Metal 

melodicism, spiced up with some local folk elements. Can you agree on this view? 

Yes definitely, Dissection is a big influence for me so that makes sense. I try to take the things I love about 

traditional Black Metal and make it my own.  

One critical remark I made in my review was that besides “Sacandaga”, referring to the Great 

Sacandaga lake, the traditional elements are mostly used in the very atmospheric and instrumental 

intermezzi. I’d like to see them more blend in with the metal parts in the future. Is this something you’re 

working on when writing new material? Will you use other folk instruments in the future besides flutes 

and the acoustic guitar? 

Yes, I think the first album is a good window into what BlackBraid might become. The next album will 

definitely be longer and will expand on the themes laid out in the first album even further. 
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“BlackBraid I” suggests that there will be at least one or more 

successors. Why did you decide to go for a self-titled album 

and work with numerals? 

The way I write music is slightly conceptual, I think, and it just 

seemed right to me. The album as a whole means a lot to me 

and symbolizes a certain period of time in my life, and it is so 

hard to sum that up with words. I would prefer to let the music 

as a whole do the talking than to put a title on the album, it is 

kind of an enticement to listen to the album in its entirety if you 

want to know what it’s really about. 

It’s pretty amazing that you’re doing everything up until now 

according to DIY-ethics. Haven’t you been approached by 

labels yet? The advantage of this DIY-approach is that you 

control everything yourself, but I can imagine that it demands 

a lot of time to spend on socials while you could also be out 

strolling through nature or writing new music, no? 

Yes, I actually turned down a lot of labels (and continue to do 

so). As for now I think I like it on my own, I have complete control over all my own art, and no one is 

reaping the rewards of my labors besides me and my family. My wife does a lot of my media and also runs 

my website and webstore, so between the two of us there really is no need for a label. It’s a pretty 

wonderful feeling. 

Both the tape and CD-editions of the debut were rather limited and sold out quite fast in pre-order. 

Were you surprised about the response on your music and merch? Where can we Europeans buy your 

album or merch? 

Yes, it was definitely kind of surreal to see them go away over the course of a weekend. Fortunately, we 

were able to get a rush order, the preorder is back up and running, and I dont foresee us running out again 

before the release date on the 26th. As far as European distribution, my album is available for pre-order 

through Neuropa Records and Penguin Head. If you prefer: my webstore on Blackbraid.us also ships 

worldwide, and you can always order directly from me as well. 

Will there also be a vinyl edition coming? 

Yes absolutely, we will do a pre-order for that in the coming months too. The vinyl will be here before the 

end of the year. 

What’s next for BlackBraid in the near future? 

I’ve already started working on the second full length and it will definitely be longer. I am hoping to branch 

out into the realm of live shows and festivals a bit more in the coming months as well. 

This interview was published at www.addergebroed.com on August 19th 2022  

http://www.addergebroed.com/

